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In the history of modern fiction, it has always been a controversial issue in the
academia that Su Qing 's fictions is pioneering or secular, it should be included in the
Ya fiction or Su fiction. Base on the understanding of multivariate ideas of Ya and Su
in the field of modern literature, the dual theory and practice of Ya fiction and Su
fiction in the narration of the modern literary history, this thesis is dedicated to discuss
the characters of Ya and Su at different levels of Su Qing 's Fictions, the location
problem of Su Qing 's Fictions in the division of Ya fiction and Su fiction.
This thesis is divided into three parts as follow:
The first part is introduction, making comments on Su Qing 's literary reviews,
clarifies the foundation, the theme and the methodology of this study
The second part which is the main body is subdivided into four chapters as
follow:
Initially, by reviewing the formation of Ya literature and Su literature and the
division of Ya fictions and Su fictions, the concepts of the Ya and Su in modern
fictions can summarized which established at the beginning of twentieth Century
gradually. Moreover, thesis combs the "invention" process of the dual theory of
modern novel and discusses the definite Standards of modern Ya fictions and Su
fictions in terms of theory and Practice.
Second chapter displays the characteristics of Su Qing 's novels From four
aspects:“supplementary texts ”, the narrative characteristics in her novels, the form
to express secular life, and the implied author's personality tendency. Which results
that Su Qing 's novels with both Ya and Su ,is a blend of contradictory multivariate
personalized creation.
The third chapter discusses the location problem of Su Qing 's Fictions in the
division of modern Ya fiction and Su fiction，which is in the midst of evolving
multiple networks. From the vertical perspective, academic research on a variety of















studies focus on the pioneer spirit and seriousness of the novel; the historical and
cultural value and unique artistic personality of Su Qing's novels can be revealed form
the angle of study on the regional folk. Study on novels of citizen show the "secular"
characteristics of Su Qing's novels, however, which also highlights the inheritance
relationship between her novels with contemporary elite novels.
The third part is conclusion，which summarize the whole paper, and present the
reasons for choosing this thesis , valuable position, and the confusion and problems
existing in the discussion.
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但在大陆，在港台地区同样彻底地消失了 30 多年。1980 年代初，台湾学者刘心
皇编写的《抗战时期沦陷区文学史》中，苏青还是身陷政治漩涡的“落水作家”，
直到 1988年台湾才出版了第一本苏青的作品集《苏青散文》。在大陆，苏青之










































































































































































从 1930 年代中期开始创作，1940年代走红文坛，1950 年代逐渐消身匿迹，
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